
 

Dear Parent/Carer, 

I hope you have had a pleasant summer holiday and have created some good 

memories to see you through the coming winter. I am delighted with our exam 

results which have provisionally ranked us the second highest performing sec-

ondary school in Warrington. We achieved 78% 5A*-C grades, 70% achieving 

both English and Maths and 66% 5A*-C including Maths and English. These 

results reflect the hard work commitment and dedication of both the students 

and teachers. On behalf of the governors and staff I would like to wish all of our 

year 11 students health and happiness for the future.  

Our school is underpinned by Gospel values; the teachings of Jesus are the 

foundation stones upon which the school is built. The values of Humility and 

Gentleness, Truth and Justice, Love and Peace are vital to us and in the words 

of Pope John Paul II, “…to teach means not only to impart what we know, but 

also to reveal who we are by living what we believe.”  

This means that we try our very best to look after our pupils by developing 

strong and trusting relationships between the children and ourselves. Good 

relationships are vital at all levels in the school. We try to foster mutual respect 

and respect for where they are. This is manifest in the high expectations that 

we have for appearance and behaviour. In this way pupils show that they are 

pleased and proud to belong to our ‘family’ at Cardinal Newman.  

I would like to give a warm welcome to our year 7s, who have settled in well 

and look fabulous in their uniforms and also to the staff that have joined us.  

I hope to see you at our Parent Focus evenings which are scheduled to hap-

pen twice a term, see ‘Dates for Your Diary’.  

God bless you and your family  

.Mrs. Warburton (Headteacher) 

Headteacher’s Messsage 

Results Day 

The hard work has paid off for Year 11 

leavers as they celebrate their exam 

results.  As the second highest       

performing school in Warrington we 

are all very proud of their commitment 

and achievement. 
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Entrepreneurial Extravaganza! 
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Shove over Sugar!  Back of the queue Branson!  On your bike Bannatyne!  Year ten are the new     

dragons in town and there is no doubting their ferocity!  There was no denying the buzz and the drive 

that emanated from our bubbling group of Year 10 entrepreneurs as they embarked on Enterprise Day 

on 25th of June.  They were charged with the challenging task of designing and making a state of the art 

roller coaster to rival the best of the best at Alton Towers, Disneyland and Thorpe Park.  Our young 

dragons stepped up to the plate and did not let the likes of Nemesis niggle them; were not traumatised 

by the Tower of Terror and nor were they perplexed by the Pepsi Max.  Instead, with pens in hands the 

talented teens threw themselves whole heartedly into the design and making process.   

 

Heads throbbed, conversation buzzed and paper flew as our dedicated designers came up with        

phenomenal designs that would have Drayton Manor’s design committee quaking in their boots!  No 

twist was left unturned, no depth left unexplored and no loop left, well, unlooped as the geared up 

groups got down to making scaled down models of their designs.  In no time at all the room was filled 

with intrepid sounding rides with names such as; Abyss, Hades, Tsunami and Magma.  The creativity of 

each team knew no bounds and we saw highly elaborate and ambitious ideas realised with the most 

basic of materials.  It was indeed a formidable challenge but the task did not end there.  No!  Six of our 

committed creators were then faced with the challenge of presenting their pitch to the year group and 

three of Cardinal Newman’s School Governors who questioned and grilled each group on their design 

brief and the realisation.  Each group presented their pitch with confidence and skill and were undaunted 

by the public speaking task set before them.  It was a nail biting few minutes as the judging panel left the 

room to deliberate, confer and came up with their winner.  A difficult decision was made but after much 

discussion a worthy winner was found in: Elemental, whose team work and attention to detail stood out 

during the entire day. 

 

Throughout the day, Year 10 conducted themselves with dignity, maturity and enthusiasm.  Great team 

work exuded from all groups and the students did us all proud.  Cardinal Newman Entrepreneurs; You’re 

Hired!! 
Mrs Morgan—English Department. 

 

Little Shop of Horrors 
The tension was tangible as the house lights rose.  This was the realization of months of hard work 

and we were terrified; not because we were about to perform ‘Little Shop of Horrors’ but because we 

didn’t want to disappoint, that would have been akin to a nightmare. 

However, the performance nerves were unnecessary for on the night each and every individual 

delivered to the very best of their ability.  The rapturous applause that filled the auditorium at the end 

signaled that the audience had enjoyed the experience as much as we had.  There was much laughter 

and a few tears but the experience of being involved in the whole process was one I won’t forget! 
Tom Kenny 11B 
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BTBYCB Celebration Event 
September  2013 seems a long way ago now, but it was the start of a very successful ‘Be The Best 

You  Can Be Programme’.  The programme runs with Year 9 and is about scaffolding young adults 

to be the best they can be in life, helping them overcome their own personal hurdles and help them 

reach their goals and ambitions.  Mr. Darbyshire who runs the programme says, “The programme 

has run for two years now and gets stronger every year.  Life throws a lot at us and young people 

don’t always know how to face these hurdles.  ‘Be The Best You Can Be’ helps young adults 

realise that we sometimes fail along our road to success, but with perseverance and determination 

we get there.” 

 

It started with a visit from Charlotte Hartley an international hockey player, who came in and talked 

about her own personal struggle in becoming the best she can be, a speech that motivated and 

inspired pupils and staff.  From there pupils worked on their journey, they did this through booklets 

they completed in Year 9 Values lessons.  The work they completed was very successful.  It was 

rounded up with the Celebration Event; pupils presented what they had gained from the 

programme, and taught us that it was about never giving up.  “Don’t just dream about it, take action 

and you will succeed”.  Dominic Bradbury. 

Accelerated Reading 

Cardinal Newman High School launched the Accelerated Reader programme with Year 7 and 8 

during the last academic year.  The programme aims to develop and improve reading skills for 

pupils at all ability levels.  Last year, Franklin Moses was our ‘Accelerated Reader’ champion and is 

reigning supreme at the top of our leader board.  Franklin has read a phenomenal million words, he 

had this to say: “I’ve been at Cardinal Newman for a year now and one thing I 

really like about it is ‘Accelerated Reading’.  It’s a great way to keep track of  

how many books you’ve read as well as how well your reading skills have 

progressed.  Reading can be lots of fun, but it is proven that students who read                      

for pleasure regulary do better at school than other students.  I guess that’s  

why I continue to visit the library.  So get started today by choosing a book from  

the school library.  After you’ve read it answer a short quiz about the book on  

the accelerated reading website, you never know you might love it too.  Time to  

get reading!” 
Franklin Moses 8F 

We Can Do It! 

Have you ever just not done something because you thought it’d be too difficult?  Ever thought I’ll 

be rubbish at that so I best not try?  Ever decided that it’d make you look stupid, that you’d get 

shown up, so best not start? 

 

Let’s be honest, we’ve all hidden our head under the pillow from time to time.  Well not anymore!  

Exciting things are happening at Cardinal Newman High School, we’re embarking on a journey, a 

journey of growth, a journey of discovery, a journey of ‘Can do’.  The Growth Mindset train has 

arrived and we are all aboard! 

 

So what is a mindset?  Well, simply it is a set of beliefs each person has about themselves and the 

qualities they have such as their academic ability, their faith, their personality and their talents.  Lots 

of us fall into the trap of having a fixed mindset, this is where we just assume that our ability or 

intelligence is predetermined and there is little we can do about it.  This way of thinking can impact 

on what we can achieve, especially when we are at school. At Cardinal Newman High School, we 
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 don’t think this is good enough!  Students and staff are all on board to learn 

ways and means to help develop our Growth  Mindset. 

 

People with Growth Mindsets have a firm belief that qualities such as intellect, 

talent, ability and skill can grow with practise, effort and determination.  People 

with growth mindsets are not afraid to try and fail, they pick themselves up and 

try again, using their mistakes as a platform to learn from.  People with growth 

mindsets seek out challenges and other opportunities to learn and, as a result, 

live a much more fulfilling life. 

Students at Cardinal Newman High School have already come up with some 

fantastic ideas to launch our new project such as inspiring slogans and       

motivational logos.  Students will also be learning more about Growth      

Mindsets during PSHE and other lessons.  It’s going to be fun too.  Over the 

summer holidays a number of members of staff led by Miss Martin and Mrs 

Whitfield became a production line making juggling balls for all the students.  

Much fun, grit and determination was exhibited in all classrooms in our first 

PSHE lesson and the school is well on it’s way to having it’s very own troop of 

circus entertainers! 

A Growth Mindset is about facing challenges and being happy to try,       

sometimes fail, but still being happy to try again and overcome adversity.  

Some of the most successful people in the world have faced failure and    

challenge but because of their Growth Mindset have kept on with gritty resolve 

to become the successes they were: Michael Jordan was dropped from his 

high school basket ball team; Albert Einstein’s school report attested that he 

would “never amount to much;”  The Beatles were rejected by several record 

labels and were even told that “guitar groups were on their way out”! 

Our students and staff are discarding our pillows and are 

moving forward.  We’re all on the journey together and are 

leaving, “I can’t” and “I won’t” on the tracks behind us.  It’s 

time to grow and we couldn’t be more excited! 

And remember to FAIL is just our first attempt in learning! 

It was a cold and blustery day.  A cold and blustery day in July!  We had been 

off school 5 whole days, the boredom was setting in.  It was time for a 

change.  So we plucked up the courage to ask the all important question: can 

we help? And help we could.   

The Warrington Animal Welfare Centre were more than 

happy to let us help and we could not have been happi-

er.  So for the duration of the summer holidays we 

have rescued, recovered and nursed sick and aban-

doned animals back to health.  We have helped so 

many animals and we can't wait to help more.  Kath, 

our manager was devastated when we had to return to 

school but we have promised we will return in the very 

near future and we can't wait to muck in and help any 

of the animals that may come our way. 

Lauren Ellinson 9C & Kirsty Thomson 9C 
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Animal Welfare Warriors 


